Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
Homi Bhabha Road, Colaba, Mumbai 400 005
An Autonomous Institute of the Department of Atomic Energy
Government of India, and a Deemed University

Advt No. 2022/10

Invites Applications/Nominations for the Post of
Centre Director
National Centre for Biological Sciences, Bengaluru

From eminent academics/researchers/scientists with high academic achievement and some experience of administration

For details please visit TIFR website http://www.tifr.res.in/positions

Last date for receipt of applications is 30 June 2022.

PHYSICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380 009, India
Advt No. 04/2022 Date: 10 April 2022

Positions available for Project Associate-I and Scientific Administrative Assistant at PRL

Applications are invited for the positions of Project Associate-I and Scientific Administrative Assistant for the period of one year at Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), Ahmedabad under the J. C. Bose National Fellowship Research Grant funded by DST, Govt of India as per the details given below:

1. **Name of the post:** Project Associate-I,
   **No. of vacancies:** 1 (One).
   **Age as on last date of application:** Maximum 35 years.
   **Qualification/experience:** M.Sc. in Physics with minimum 60% marks as average of all semesters or CGPA/CPI grading of 6.0 on 10 points scale or equivalent.
   **Remuneration (consolidated):** Rs 31,000 + HRA per month for NET/GATE qualified OR Rs 25,000 + HRA per month for Non-NET/GATE.

2. **Name of the post:** Scientific Administrative Assistant.
   **No. of vacancies:** 1 (One).
   **Age as on last date of application:** Maximum 50 years.
   **Qualification/experience:** Graduate degree in any discipline.
   **Remuneration (consolidated):** Rs 18,000 + HRA per month.

**Last date for receipt of applications:** 10 May 2022.
Please refer www.prl.res.in (→ Opportunities → Job vacancies) for further details.